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Reviews in recommender system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review system works as a build block for modern recommender systems that collects and provides rich information. Building an efficient and friendly review system is an essential task.However, the current review system still faces many problems.For example, have you ever given up writing a review after you finding out you have to write at least 30 words?



Help user write reviews in an easier way?

 Expand and rewrite phrases
 Estimate reactions and provide suggestions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this case, a writing assistant would be helpful. For example, once you type down words like “for entertainment, big screen, responsive” as such, it could expand and rewrite a complete review as shown in the figure.Specifically, a successful model could work (for instance) as (a) a highly-nuanced recommender system that tells users their likely reaction to a product in the form of text fragments;(b) a writing tool that helps users ‘brainstorm’ the review-writing process; or (c) a querying system that facilitates personalized natural language queries (i.e., to find items about which a user would be most likely to write a particularphrase).



Incorporate information & knowledge

 User and item attribute 
 Dong et al. EACL  2017. Learning to Generate Product Reviews from 

Attributes.
 Tang et al. Arxiv 2016. Context-aware Natural Language Generation 

with Recurrent Neural Networks.

 Rich auxiliary information!
 Short phrases (user input)
 Product title
 Aspect preference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recently, there have been some works exploring the review generation task and shown success in generating cohesive reviews.Most of these works treat the user and item identity as input; here in our work, we seek a system with more nuance and more precision by allowing users to ‘guide’ the model via short phrases, or auxiliary data such as item specifications.For example, a review writing assistant might allow users to write short phrases and expand these key points into a plausible review.Moreover, we are interested in exploring how knowledge such as extracted aspects can be used in the review generation task.



Incorporate information & knowledge

 Aspect preference
 User-aspect preference
 Item-aspect relation

Aspects Representative words
Service vendor seller supplier reply 

refund
Price price value overall dependable 

reliable
Screen screen touchscreen browse 

display scrolling
Case case cover briefcase portfolio 

padded
Drive drive disk copying copied fat32

Table 1 Representative words of aspects
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Presentation Notes
Regarding the aspect term extraction, there are many off-the-shell tools enable us to extract high quality aspects. For example, table 1 shows 5 aspects and their representative words we extracted from the Amazon Electronics dataset. As we can see, they are service, price, screen, case and drive.Given these extracted aspects, it’s natural to build the user-aspect preference matrix and the item-aspect relation matrix. The interaction of these two matrices (such as dot product) can be used to modeling the users’ preference over each aspect of the items. In our model, we use embedding layers to represent these two matrices and learn them during training. 



Proposed method
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To fully leverage the above-mentioned information, we propose our model, named “ExpansionNet” which is consisting of 3 Encoder and 1 Decoder with fused attention.Specifically, the encoder is a GRU that can encodes phrase inputs. Attribute and aspect encoders each consists of an embedding, a concatenation layer and an one-layer MLP.
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The decoder is a standard GRU.Attention scores are calculated between outputs of each encoder and the decoder. The attention vectors of the sequence encoder and attribute encoder are then concatenated together with the decoder hidden state and feed to a projection layer to generate the prediction word distribution. 
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Presentation Notes
For the aspect encoder outputs, the calculated attention vector is the aspect preference score, which presents how user will prefer each aspect of the item. These preference score can be utilized during the generation. In particular, we want to generate sentiment words about item aspects based on this preference score.We borrow the idea from copyNet to directly add probability of aspect words to the final prediction word distribution. For example, if the aspect preference socre shows that aspect k has an score of P(Ak), then for each aspect word belongs to aspect k, we add P(Ak) to that word in the final word distribution. Here the aspect words for each aspect is determined using the off-the-shelf aspect extraction tools. By introducing this term, the model is biased to generate text towards those aspect words.



Experiment setting

 Dataset: Amazon Electronics
 Vocabulary of 30,000 tokens
 182,850 users, 59,043 items, and 992,172 reviews
 Much sparser than previous work

 Training
 Use teacher-forcing and masked cross-entropy loss

 Testing
 Greedy decoding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We train our model on the amazon electronics dataset which contains over 180 thousands users and 59 thousands items. This is much sparser than the previous work.The model is trained using teacher-forcing and masked cross-entropy loss. During test time, we use greedy decoding to generate reviews.



Automatic evaluation metrics

Model PPL BLEU-1(%) BLEU-4(%) ROUGE-L Distinct-1(%) Distinct-2(%)

Rand / 20.24 0.45 0.390 1.311 13.681

GRU-LM 35.35 30.79 1.20 / / /

Att2Seq 34.21 26.16 1.23 0.403 0.014 0.051

+aspect 34.26 26.87 1.51 0.397 0.018 0.069

ExpansionNet 34.18 26.05 2.21 0.404 0.096 0.789

+title 30.70 27.90 2.50 0.415 0.099 0.911

+attribute & 
aspect

31.70 30.33 2.63 0.408 0.133 1.134

Table 2 Comparison of different algorithms
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Presentation Notes
We evaluate the model on six automatic metrics including perplexity, BLEU1 and 4, Rouge-L, Distinct-1 and 2, and compare with 3 baselines, among which Attr2Seq is a state-of-the-art model that only considers user and item attribute. As shown in the table, ExpansionNet (with summary, item title, attribute and aspect as input) achieves significant improvements over Attr2Seq on all metrics. As we add more input information, the model continues to obtain better results, except for the ROUGE-L metric. This proves that our model can effectively learn from short input phrases and aspect information and improve the correctness and diversity of generated results.



Examples of generated review

User/Item Review
Item

user A3G831BTCLWGVQ and item B007M50PTM

Summary easy to use and nice standard apps

Title samsung galaxy tab 2 (10.1-Inch, wi-fi) 2012 model

Real review the display is beautiful and the tablet is very easy to use. it comes with some really 
nice standard apps .

Attr2Seq i bought this for my wife ’s new ipad air . it fits perfectly and looks great . the only thing 
i do n’t like is that the cover is a little too small for the ipad air .

ExpansionNet i love this tablet . it is fast and easy to use . i have no complaints . i would recommend 
this tablet to anyone .

+title i love this tablet . it is fast and easy to use . i have a galaxy tab 2 and i love it .

+attribute & aspect i love this tablet . it is easy to use and the screen is very responsive . i love the fact 
that it has a micro sd slot . i have not tried the tablet app yet but i do n’t have any 
problems with it . i am very happy with this tablet .”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure 2 presents examples of generated review. We assume the review summary “easy to use and nice standard apps” as short phrases in our model. 



Examples of generated review

User/Item Review
Item
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problems with it . i am very happy with this tablet .”
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As we can see from the table, our final model ExpansionNet with attribute and aspect is able to generate a review containing the phrases in the summary, just as the real review.



Examples of generated review

User/Item Review
Item
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that it has a micro sd slot . i have not tried the tablet app yet but i do n’t have any 
problems with it . i am very happy with this tablet .”
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Presentation Notes
Secondly, expansioNet is able to learn from the product title and reflect it in the generation. Without title information, previous work as Attribute2Seq generates terms such as ipad air when given a target item Samsung galaxy tablet. In this case, the attribute embedding seems to be sufficient to infer the high level category of the item but it is not able to encode the exact product information. On the other hand, expansioNet is able to reflect the correct product title in the generation.



Examples of generated review

User/Item Review
Item
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Presentation Notes
Finally, given extra aspect information, the model successfully estimates that the screen would be an important aspect (i.e., for the current user and item); itgenerates phrases such as “screen is very responsive” about the aspect “screen” which is also covered in the real (ground-truth) review (“display is beautiful”).Both of them shows positive sentiment on the display aspect.Note that this is not appeared in either summary or title. 



Broader aspect coverage in generation

 # aspect plus one, if the review covers the 
representative words from that aspect

 Our model covers more real review’s aspects

Model # aspects 
(real)

# aspects 
(generated)

# aspects in generated 
review also covered in real 
review

Attr2Seq 2.875 2.744 0.686
ExpansionNet 2.875 1.804 0.807
+title 2.875 1.721 0.894
+attribute & aspect 2.875 1.834 0.931
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Presentation Notes
We are also interested in seeing how the aspect-aware representation can find related aspects and bias the generation to discuss more about thoseaspects. We analyze the average number of aspects in real and generated reviews and show on average how many aspects in real reviews are coveredin generated reviews. We consider a review as covering an aspect if any of the aspect’s representative words exists in the review. As shown in Table 4, Attr2Seq tends to mention more aspects in generation, 2.744 aspects on average. However, many of which are not discussed in real reviews. The number of covered aspects is only 0.686. On the other hand, ExpansionNet better captures the distribution of aspects that are discussed in real reviews. It has 0.931 generated aspects that are truly covered in the real review, out of 1.834 aspects on average.



Conclusion and future work

 Conclusion
 Build ExpansionNet to incorporate short phrases, product title and 

aspect preference in review generation
 Show aspect embedding and aspect extraction can be used in 

personalized text generation

 Future work
 Combine text expansion task with text rewriting techniques
 Generate longer text such as product recommendation articles



Q & A

Thank you!

Code and data available: 
https://github.com/nijianmo/textExpansion
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